
 
 

WRITING GOOD engineering reports: 

 

Whether we like it or not, readers let their emotions about information presentation cloud their views 

about information content. Engineers are paid to think and use their expertise. Clients who pay big 

money for the engineer’s thoughts and expertise that are expressed in confusing and inconsistent 

reports really wonder if their money has been well spent. They may not be repeat customers.  

 

This course assumes you know English grammar and syntax, so it doesn’t go there. Instead, it provides a 

much-more-useful toolbox of short techniques you can apply when designing an engineering document 

from the ground up or writing an engineering report using some existing document template. These 

techniques are designed to take your good ideas and present them better, and are based on 

observations from years of editing engineering documents. There are in-class exercises. Your “what-

about?” questions and counterexamples are welcome. 
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Tim is a graduate of the Royal Military College of Canada, Carleton University, and the United States 

Army Command and General Staff College. He has two degrees in electrical engineering. 

 

Tim is a shared recipient of the 1988 Nobel Prize for Peace. Yes, true! And that’s where the story telling 

part comes in. 


